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Summary
This work presents the realisation of such principles of 
communicative-cognitive approach as the principle of 
integrated kinds of speech activity, the principle of syste-
maticity, the principle of functionality in correlation with 
the principle of information transfer, the principle of 
unity of training, education and development, the princi-
ple of the cognitive gap, the principle of authenticity 
based on the samples of exercises of lexico-grammatical 
competence and authentic construction projects for fu-
ture civil engineers. The English language lexico-gram-
matical competence model demonstrates the structure of 
its content on the level of knowledge and skills; prepara-
tory, main, and advanced stages of linguistic competence 
formation in correlation with such levels of understand-
ing of professionally-oriented texts as verbally-visual 
complex has been presented. The main peculiarities of 
the model’s content have been highlighted. The system of 
lexico-grammatical competence formation includes three 
complexes of exercises: actualisation of lexico-grammat-
ical knowledge on the level of the lexical unit and sen-
tence (reading, speaking); on the formation and im-
provement of lexico-grammatical skills on the level of the 
lexical unit, sentence (reading, speaking); the formation 

and improvement of lexico-grammatical skills on the level 
of minitexts in speaking and components of the verbal-  
-visual complex (statistical tables, notes) in reading, on 
the formation and improvement of lexico-grammatical 
skills on the level of the sketch construction project as 
verbal-visual complex has been explained and demon-
strated.
The samples of exercises in lexico-grammatical compe-
tence formation within the communicative-cognitive ap-
proach have been presented. The explanation of the com-
municative-cognitive approach’s principles with the help 
of the system of exercises has been introduced.
The pedagogical experiment verifies the effectiveness of 
lexico-grammatical competence formation in the frame-
work of the communicative-cognitive approach for civil 
engineering students with the help of one factor disperse 
analysis. Twelve students from each group (CE21, 
TPD22, TBC23) have been chosen to compare their re-
sults before the experimental test, control test, and after 
the experimental test within this approach.
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1. Introduction

It has been acknowledged that the command of the 
foreign language is the cornerstone of being competi-
tive in the global labour market. In language learning 
and teaching, “linguistic competence may be thought 
of as the learner’s knowledge of the structures and 
vocabulary of the language and his ability to produce 
and comprehend well-formed sentences in the lan-
guage” (Fisher, 1984). According to the common Euro-
pean framework of references for languages, linguistic 
competence comprises lexical, grammar, semantic, 
phonological, orthographic and orthoepic competen-
cies (Common European Framework, 2003). Lexico- 
grammatical content of the language is its basis. That 
is why we point out lexical and grammatical compe-
tencies as the key parts of linguistic competence. 

The most challenging issue under the conditions of 
globalisation of economy and production is the issue 
of the language preparation of specialists of higher 
qualification, especially civil engineers, in the frame-
work of our research. The qualitative training of fu-
ture civil engineers is crucial for Ukraine, but it is 
very important in developing international relations 
with foreign countries. At present, lexico-grammati-
cal competence formation in the framework of the 
communicative-cognitive approach poses the prob-
lem of realising principles of the communicative-  
-cognitive approach in its stages in connection with 
the communicative-cognitive interaction of students 
at the linguo-cognitive level of language acquisition 
(problematic situations). An insight into the features 
of such component of linguistic competence, espe-
cially for future civil engineers based on the authentic 
construction project, contributes to teaching English 
for specific purposes (ESP) and elaborating exercises 
based on theoretical background about it.

2. Lexico-Grammatical Competence 
Formation Within Communicative- 
-Cognitive Approach

Scholars have studied the methodical conditions of 
lexico-grammatical competence formation, especially 
stages and ways of language units acquisition (presen-
tation, language practice, communicative practice, 
feedback) (Karpova, 2005), tasks of its formation (cog-

nitive, language, communicative) (Pastuhova, 2012), 
their connections with micro-and macrotext in cor-
relation with the general peculiarities of the mentioned 
approach and communicative-cognitive interaction 
of students. The findings from these studies indicate 
general advantages of the communicative-cognitive 
approach or cognitive academic language learning 
approach in the communicative-cognitive educa-
tional paradigm in foreign languages teaching as 
reaching of thesaurus level, assistance in attaining 
students’ objectives in foreign languages learning. 
On the other hand, some scientists denote specifical-
ly such principles of this approach as the principle of 
integrated kinds of speech activity, the principle of 
systematicity, the principle of functionality, the prin-
ciple of unity of training, education and develop-
ment, the principle of the cognitive gap, principle of 
authenticity and others for the promotion of linguis-
tic accuracy and linguistic appropriacy of students 
(Alexandrov, 2011; Barabanova, 2005; Hryhorenko, 
2014). The aim we have set for ourselves in our study 
is to highlight the application of these principles to-
wards the stages and tasks of lexico-grammatical 
competence formation based on the authentic con-
struction project for future civil engineers. In order 
to accomplish this, the lexico-grammatical compe-
tence formation in the framework of the communi-
cative-cognitive approach is realised with the help of 
the system of exercises and the pedagogical experi-
ment. 

3. Objectives

The research has the following objectives:
 – to introduce the samples of exercises from the 

system of exercises of lexico-grammatical com-
petence for future civil engineers;

 – to explain how principles of the communicati-
ve-cognitive approach are realised with the 
help of the system of exercises;

 – to verify with the pedagogical experiment the 
effectiveness of lexico-grammatical competen-
ce formation in the framework of communica-
tive-cognitive approach for civil engineering 
students.
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4. Elaboration of the System of Exercises 
of Lexico-Grammatical Competence  
for Future Civil Engineers

The system of exercises has been created based on 
the model of lexico-grammatical competence forma-
tion for civil engineering students.

The model of the English language lexico-gram-
matical competence demonstrates the structure of its 
content on the level of knowledge and skills; prepara-
tory, main and advanced stages of linguistic compe-
tence formation in correlation with such levels of 
understanding of professionally-oriented texts as VVC 
(verbally-visual complex) as: the level of understand-
ing of LU (lexical units) VVC, content-informational 
on the preparatory stage, content-informational and 
content-evaluative on the main stage, content-evalu-
ative and pragmatic on the advanced stage (Mal’kina, 
2009). The main peculiarities of the content of this 
model are

 – correlation of language skills with paralingu-
istic skills based on sketches of the authentic 
construction project for future civil engineers;

 – the correlation of the content of lexico-gram-
matical competence with such tasks of produc-
tion activity of students as processing technical 
information, processing technical information 
complying with engineering concepts and such 
four stages of engineering activity as the setting 
of the task, the search of variants of the solu-
tion, analysis of variants of the solution, evalu-
ation, and choice of concepts; 

 – the dominant kinds of speech activity are re-
ading and speaking according to the needs and 
demands of the educational-professional pro-
gramme of professional training for civil engi-
neers;

 – lexico-grammatical competence formation in 
such thematical cycles as “General characteri-
stics of the construction project”, “Layouts with 
notes”, and “The whole sketch construction 
project”.

The system of lexico-grammatical competence for-
mation comprises three complexes of exercises: actu-
alisation of lexico-grammatical knowledge on the 
level of lexical unit and sentence (reading, speaking); 
the formation and improvement of lexico-grammati-
cal skills on the level of the lexical unit, sentence 

(reading, speaking); the formation and improvement 
of lexico-grammatical skills on the level of minitexts 
in speaking and components of VVC (statistical ta-
bles, notes) in reading, on the formation and im-
provement of lexico-grammatical skills on the level 
of the sketch construction project as VVC. The fol-
lowing exercises illustrate three stages of lexico- 
-grammatical competence formation according to four 
stages of language unit acquisition (presentation, lan-
guage practice, communicative practice, feedback) 
and tasks of its formation (cognitive or intellectual 
development, language, communicative). They are 
elaborated with the help of transition notes in the 
form of pictorial schemata, tables, and schemes de-
veloped specifically for lexico-grammatical compe-
tence formation.

4.1. Actualisation of lexico-grammatical  
knowledge on the level of language unit  
and sentence (speaking). Presentation. Tasks  
of lexico-grammatical competence formation:  
cognitive, language
Exercise 1.
Listen to the lecturer. Match the words with their 
correct images to say what the plot plan of the 
two-family residence includes. There is one extra im-
age. Use the vocabulary grid. Work in pairs.

Plot plan

Plot plan
Object Presence  

on all plot 
plans

Presence  
on the plot 

plan  
of two family 

residence
Property  

fence
+ +

1. Building

a.
2. Planter

b. 
3. Property landscaped area

c.
4. Property fence

d.

e. 
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Ex. The plot of the construction project’s two-family 
residence includes such items as:......
Presentation. Tasks of lexico-grammatical compe-
tence formation: cognitive, language.
Exercise 2.

Work alone, then in pairs. Match the words with 
their correct images to choose the correct symbols 
legend for plot plan 1 below. Name the symbols in 
the symbol legend. Use the vocabulary grid. Work in 
pairs. 

Plot plan

4.2. Lexico-grammatical skills on the level of sen-
tences (speaking). Language practice, communica-
tive practice. Tasks of lexico-grammatical compe-
tence formation: cognitive, language

You are applying for the position of civil engi-
neer-trainee. You have to draw those symbols which 
correspond to customer’s demands to check up and 
say where they are shown on the following floor plan. 
Use the following table for help.

Sliding doors, double door interior, vented win-
dow, brick

Example. There is a double interior door into the 
bedroom.

Floor plan (Fig.1)

Customer’s demands Floor plan

Object Function Relation with other 
floors and rooms 

on its floor

by what
floor 
room

Ground 
floor

five rooms .........

Study 
room

powdery room

View on the real location of components
Floor plan

Object Function Relation with other 
floors and rooms 

on its floor

by what
floor 
room

Ground 
floor

five rooms .........

Study 
room

powdery room

4.3. Lexico-grammatical skills on the level of mini-
texts in speaking. Language practice, communica-
tive practice. Tasks of lexico-grammatical compe-
tence formation: cognitive, language

Work in pairs. You want to become trainees at the 
construction company. You are given the probation 
task to check your knowledge of plot plan symbols. 
Describe what is around the family residence on the 
plot plan using the following substitution table and 
the table for the plot plan. One student has to draw 
symbols; another describes the plot plan with them. 
Then change roles. 

1. Building

a.
2. Planter

b. 
3. Property landscaped area

c.
4. Property fence

d. 
5. Property water line

e.
6. Property shru

f.
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Example Student 1 

Student 2. There are new planters in front of the house.
1. There are ....... in front of the house
2. There are ....... at the back of the house
3. There is ....... right to the house

Plot plan

Object Function Peculiarities Relation to other areas

Cottage Adjacent buildings

Compo-
nents near 
the object

Function Peculiarities Relation to other areas

driveway concrete to the right from  
the planter and  

......................................

4.4. Lexico-grammatical skills on the level  
of the sketch construction project as VVC.  
Language practice, communicative practice.  
Tasks of lexico-grammatical competence formation: 
cognitive, language

Work alone, then in small groups. You want to 
employ to work as a civil engineer. You have been 
assigned the probation task in order to pass a trial 
period at the construction company. You have to 
draft two plot plans based on their comparable de-
scription. Work alone and draft the layouts based on 
the owner’s demands at home with the help of com-
puter engineering programmes Autocard, Autodesk, 
3DMax, and Sketchup. Exchange layouts in pairs 
with groupmates. Use the following transition notes 
to evaluate if your plot plan corresponds entirely to 
the following list of criteria description. Make up the 
presentation of your engineering concepts to these 
plot plans. 

Plot plan

Object Function Peculiarities Relation to other areas

Cottage Adjacent buildings

Compo-
nents near 
the object

Function Peculiarities Relation to other areas

driveway concrete to the right from  
the planter and  

......................................

Basic lines + –

Landscaped area

Building material

Attached items (garage)

Draft of buildings and personal plots of land are 
plotted on this plan. Both plot plans have basic lines: 
property line, water line, natural gas line, and natural 
grades. The elevation part is located to the south for 
better lighting compared to the lowering of the sec-
ond plot plan, which is located to the south. Left to 
the house is a garage with a driveway. There is no at-
tached garage on the second plot plan, and it is locat-
ed not far from the house.
Feedback

After the topic “Plot plan with notes” fill in the 
following table about what you have known before 
and what you have learnt. There is an example of how 
to do it.

What I have 
known before

What I have learnt, I am curious about, 
one thing I don’t understand

the word
construction 
project

5. Principles of Communicative-Cognitive 
Approach

As stated in the introduction, it is clear that lexico- 
-grammatical competence formation in the frame-
work of the communicative-cognitive approach poses 
the problem of realising principles of the communi-
cative-cognitive approach.

The important principle of the communicative- 
-cognitive approach is the principle of functionality. 
Functionality is provided with the usage of those tasks 
which are used in the professional communication of 
civil engineers following the typical task of construc-
tion project and communicative functions of English 
for specific purposes (Chvychelova, 2010): inform 
about the content of sketches, describe the content 
and structure of drafts like in the following task: use 
the following transition notes to evaluate if your plot 
plan corresponds fully to the description to the fol-
lowing list of criteria, make up the presentation of 
your engineering concepts to these plot plans. In the 
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framework of our research, it is combined with the 
principle of information transfer from visual (sketches) 
to verbal (verbal) and vice versa adopted by H. Wid-
dowson (Widdowson.

As far as the principles of unity of training, educa-
tion, and development are concerned, the improve-
ment of three sides of language personality (cognitive, 
motivational, and active) is directed at the develop-
ment of students’ cognitive and communicative ac-
tivity (Romanenko, 2010). Typical situations between 
civil engineer and customer, civil engineer-trainee 
and civil engineer within problematic professionally- 
-oriented tasks. 

Let us now turn to the principle of authenticity, 
which promotes the development of verbal-semantic, 
linguo-cognitive and motivational levels of language 
personality determined by the theoretical-gnoseo-
logical model of Karaulov (2002). It is realised based 
on layouts and notes in construction projects of lead-
ing construction firms “Brown and Caldwell”, як 
“Kiku Obata”, “Thomas Miller and Partners”, “ABHT”, 
“CH2MHILL” and approaches to the real English- 
-speaking professional environment. 

Let us now consider the principle of cognitive gap 
(Barabanova, 2005) or principle of problematic situ-
ations, which correlates with its theory. Cognitive 
language tasks of lexico-grammatical formation can 
be solved with the help of problematic tasks under 
this principle. Problem situations are revealed in the 
solution of creative tasks like adopting engineering 
concepts and elaborating layouts.

Moving now to consider the principle of integrat-
ed kinds of speech activity (Kovryho, 2010; Kovtun, 
2015; Konoplianyk, 2015). Lexico-terminological 
system of the professional register is consolidated in 
the oral and written form with the help of this prin-
ciple (Konoplianyk, 2015; Kravets, 2013). The con-
tent aspect of speech communication in the commu-
nicative-cognitive approach towards teaching ESP is 
predominant in relation to the language, that’s why 
knowledge about typical orders of layouts is actual-
ised, and skills are formed in the communicative 
contexts, which stimulate the real construction proj-
ect activity of civil engineers according to the typical 
task of educational-qualified characteristics based on 
such dominant kinds of speech activity as reading 
and speaking with the usage of writing and listening 
for future specialists of the construction industry. 

The dominant speech activities are reading and speak-
ing because of the demands of educational-profes-
sional preparation of bachelor of the area of concen-
tration 0921 “Civil engineering” qualification civil 
engineer. Understanding and processing technical 
information in the construction project as paralin-
guistic active text is done on content-informational, 
content-evaluative and pragmatic levels of under-
standing of the professionally-oriented text as ver-
bally-visual complexes with the aim of appropriate 
perception and adoption of engineering concepts 
under the conditions of project organisation.

However, Kovtun emphasises another dominant 
speech activity for engineers as speaking, which 
helps to reveal the communicative needs of engi-
neers for the fulfilment of such stages of engineering 
activity by Avdeeva as a statement of task, the search 
of variants of the solution, analysis of variants of the 
solution, evaluation and choice of solutions. Speaking 
as the aim of understanding reading is in making up 
monologues like presentations and dialogues. Writ-
ing as the mean of understanding reading is used for 
signing separate names of components of layouts, 
but comprehension is used for listening to the words 
and sentences pronounced by the lecturer. 

Let us now turn to another principle of the com-
municative-cognitive approach – systematicity. Suc-
cessive and systematic introduction of typical lexi-
co-grammar clusters, grammar structures and forms 
reveals the system of systematicity (Kovtun, 2015; 
Chvychelova, 2010). The permanent accompaniment 
of exercises with lexico-grammatical comments pro-
motes such principle of systematicity in lexical and 
grammar competence formation as the result of con-
stant activisation of such cognitive processes as re-
membering, conceptualisation and generalisation. 
These are the samples of lexico-grammar comments 
for exercises:
 

Remember!
After (c, s, x, z, ss, ch, sh, ge) 
[Iz]is pronounced, after (p, k, 
t, ph, th, f) [s] is pronounced, 
after (b, d, g, l, m, n, ng, r, v, y) 
and vowels – [z]
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6. Experimental verification

The pedagogical experiment aimed to verify the ef-
fectiveness of lexico-grammatical competence forma-
tion based on the American construction project in 
the framework of the communicative-cognitive ap-
proach. The following experimental verification de-
tails the results as perceived by students on the lexico- 
-grammar competence formation. It is provided on 
the participants involved in the experimental study 
and its procedure for collecting and processing the 
data findings. Data for this were collected from 72 
civil engineering students of the National University 
of Water Management and Environmental Engineer-
ing.

Verification of obtained results has been calculated 
with the help of one factor disperse analysis (Sydo-
renko, 2001). We have chosen 12 students from each 
group (CE21, TPD22, TBC23) to compare their re-
sults before the experimental test, control test, and 
after the experimental test. Tests were elaborated 
based on the mentioned exercises on lexico-gram-
mar competence formation. The ratings were defined 
based on these three tests.

The sum of ratings is 12+24+36=72. The sum of 
calculations:

then, sums coincide. Let us determine L empirical.

Lemp.= ∑ (Тj ∙ j), 

where j – from 1 to 3 – number of tests, Тj – the sum 
of ratings for each test.

Lemp.=12 ∙ 1 + 24 ∙ 2 + 36 ∙ 3 = 168

Let’s define with the table

It verifies the hypothesis that the tendency to in-
crease individual indexes from before the experi-
mental test to after the experimental test is gradual 
and reliable. 

2∑R1=12 × (3 × (3+1)) = 72; 

 153 ρ ≤ 0,05 Lemp. > Lcr 

Lcr 156 ρ ≤ 0,01
160 ρ ≤ 0,001

Figure 1. Ratings of students of the group Civil Engineering

Figure 2. Ratings of students of the group Town Planning 
and Development

Figure 3. Ratings of students of the group Technology of 
building and construction

Graphics in Figures 1, 2, and 3 verify the tenden-
cy of a gradual increase in students’ indexes in work-
ing over the content of sketch construction projects. 
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7. Conclusion

The lexico-grammatical competence formation in the 
framework of such principles of communicative-cog-
nitive approach as the principle of integrated kinds 
of speech activity, the principle of systematicity, the 
principle of functionality in correlation with the prin-
ciple of information transfer, the principle of unity of 
training, education and development, the principle 
of the cognitive gap, principle of authenticity is realised 
with the help of the system of exercises according to 
the model which includes four stages of language 
units acquisition (presentation, language practice, 
communicative practice, feedback) and tasks of its 
formation (cognitive or intellectual development, 
language) with transition notes in the form of picto-
rial schemata, table, schemes based on authentic 
construction projects of leading construction firms 
“Brown and Caldwell”, як “Kiku Obata”, “Thomas 
Miller and Partners”, “ABHT”, “CH2MHILL”. The 
lexico-grammatical competence formation is veri-
fied with the pedagogical experiment in which the 
students’ points and ratings before the experimental 
test, control test and after the experimental test have 
been gradually increased. In terms of pedagogical 
implications for ESP language and communication 
courses, lexico-grammatical competence of civil en-
gineering students can promote communicative com-
petence to narrow the gap between the university and 
the workplace.
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